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Introduction to
Computational Thinking and STEAM
P1-1 The inquiry-based teaching and learning approach
Inquiry-based learning is considered as a didactic model for improving the teaching and learning of
STEM disciplines and can be defined as the process of identifying problems, reviewing
experiments, selecting alternatives, designing investigations, developing conjectures, searching for
data, developing models, communicating with peers and constructing consistent arguments.
Bell et al., identified nine main science inquiry processes, that could be used in inquiry-based
STEM disciplines, namely: orienting and asking questions; generating hypotheses; planning;
investigating; analyzing and interpreting; exploring and creating models; evaluating and
concluding; communicating; predicting.
THE INQUIRY PROCESS

The nine inquiry tools of Bell et al. [4] are connected to the essential features of Inquiry [2],
namely: Question (Learner engages in scientifically oriented questions); Evidence (Learner gives
priority to data collection); Analysis (Learner analyses the data to form evidence); Explain (Learner
develops explanations from evidence); Connect (Learner connects explanations to scientific
knowledge); Communicate (Learner communicates and justifies explanations); and Reflection
(Learner engages in metacognitive experiences).
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P1-2 Computational

There are four key techniques (cornerstones)
to computational thinking:

Thinking (CT)
Jeanette

Wing

•

introduced

the

term

'computational thinking' (CT) in an article

•

published in Communications of the ACM.
CT involves solving authentic problems,
designing

systems

and

understanding

human behavior by drawing on the concepts
fundamental to computer science. Despite
this

extensive

integration

interest,

in

successful

education

still

CT
faces

unresolved issues and challenges. According
to the literature, CT includes: abstraction,
algorithmic
debugging,

thinking,
pattern

•

•

DECOMPOSITION - breaking down a
complex problem or system into
smaller, more manageable parts
PATTERN RECOGNITION – looking for
similarities among and within
problems
ABSTRACTION – focusing on the
important information only, ignoring
irrelevant detail
ALGORITHMS - developing a step-bystep solution to the problem, or the
rules to follow to solve the problem

Each cornerstone is as important as the others.
They are like legs on a table - if one leg is
missing, the table will probably collapse.
Correctly applying all four techniques will help
when programming a computer.

decomposition,
recognition

and

generalization.
(http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zp92mp3/revision)
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P1-3 Computational Science (CS)
Computational Science (CS) is the integration of Mathematics, Computer Science and any other
discipline to explore “real world” problems.

P1-4 STEM methodology
STEM epistemology is based on an holistic
approach for teaching

where the iterative

process is applied through Content integration
(Moore, 2008) “ which focuses on the merging of
the content fields into a single curricular activity
or unit to highlight “big ideas” from multiple
content areas”
The different epistemological approaches

P1-5 Computational Pedagogy
Computational Pedagogy (Psycharis,2016;Psycharis et al.,2017; Psycharis & Kotzampasaki,2019)
integrates the Computational Science , Computational Thinking and the “computational modeling
and simulation technology (CMST) proposed by (Yasar et.al,2016).
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P2-1 Introduction to Physical Computing
Recently, education researchers
have adapted the term physical
computing and they are now using
it in a wider meaning. Specifically,
they consider physical computing
as a way to use computers to
collect data received by the
physical/real world [13]. Physical
computing can be implemented in
computer science by using it in
order to teach computer science
concepts [16].
Physical computing is considered as
a proper tool in order to combine digital elements with the real world, as it develops a
communication between the physical world and the digital world of the computer [23].
Physical computing takes the computational concepts into the real phenomenon so that the
student can use them in an authentic environment Physical computing activities are strongly
connected to the dimensions of CT, namely: abstraction; algorithmic thinking; automation;
decomposition; debugging; and generalization.

Physical computing means building interactive physical systems by the use of software and
hardware that can sense and respond to the analog world.
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P2-2 Introduction to basic electrical circuits
P2-2.1 Voltage, Current and Resistance
•
•
•

Current is measured in Amp or A
Voltage is measured in Volt or V
Resistance is measured in Ohm or

P2-2.2 Series and Parallel Resistances
In a simple DC circuit, a resistive load as a bulb is
connected between the positive and negative
terminals of the battery. The battery supplies the
required power to the bulb and allows a user to
place a switch to turn on or off.
With simple series circuits, all components are connected end-to-end to form only one path for
electrons to flow through the circuit:
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With simple parallel circuits, all components are connected between the same two sets of
electrically common points, creating multiple paths for electrons to flow from one end of the
battery to the other.

Activity P2.1: Electrical measurements
Use the millimeter to measure resistance, current and the voltage across resistors in simple
electrical circuit.
Design the circuit
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P2-3 Electrical and electronic components
Breadboard
A

breadboard

is

a

construction

base

for

prototyping

of

electronics. Breadboard is a way of constructing electronics without
having to use a soldering iron. Components are pushed into the sockets
on the breadboard and then extra 'jumper' wires are used to make
connections.
CONNECTION RULES
The breadboard has vertical groups of 5 holes.
Each group is independent of each other and is not internally connected.
Only the holes with the red line and statement + are linked together.
Only the holes with the blue line and statement - are linked together.

The following figure shows correct and wrong connections on a breadboard.
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Jumper wires
Jumper wires are used for making connections between items on your breadboard and your
Arduino’s header pins.

Batteries
For the power supply to a circuit, we use batteries. Depending on the nominal voltage and current
power, we can select from a number of batteries for educational activity. Type: AA, AAA, AAAA, C
and D as shown below.

Buttons
The buttons enter a digital information

Typical tack buttons

1-bit into the system. Usually we use the
buttons to change a state in our code.
Terminals of a typical button
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Typical button connection

The resistors used in the above connection called pull-up resistors and
are used to keep the status of the information line in high state '1' when
the switch is open.
When the switch closes the current will leak to the earth through the
resistance and the information line will drop to a low '0' state. When we
want to keep the information line down when the button is open, we
connect a pull-down resistor to the ground.

LED
Light Emitting Diode: A light emitting diode (LED) is a p-n semiconductor contact which, emitting a
photon with energy approximately equal to the energy gap of the semiconductor.
Types of LED

Depending on the color of the LED, the required voltage range is given in the table below. In the
case of standard LEDs with a diameter of 5mm, the current consumed is about 20mA.
Color

Red, orange, yellow, green
Blue
White, pink, purple

Ranges
1.9 … 2.1 V
3.0 … 3.4 V
2.9 … 4.2 V
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In the below figure, a typical LED element is connected to a 9V battery voltage source. We use a
resistor to reduce current flow.

Cathode

Anode

Symbol

Resistor
In electronic circuits, resistors are used to reduce current flow, adjust signal levels, to divide
voltages, etc.
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Color code for resistances

Activity P2.2: Resistor
Write the value of resistors

Voltage divider
A voltage divider circuit is a very common circuit that
takes a higher voltage and converts it to a lower one by
using a pair of resistors. The formula for calculating the
output voltage is based on Ohms Law and is shown
below.
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Vout =

where:
•
•
•
•

Vs ⋅ R 2
( R1 + R 2)

V S is the source voltage, measured in volts (V),
R 1 is the resistance of the 1st resistor, measured in Ohms (Ω).
R 2 is the resistance of the 2nd resistor, measured in Ohms (Ω).
V out is the output voltage, measured in volts (V),

Activity P2.3: Voltage divider
Create the below circuit and explain the principle operation of the sensor LDR.
Circuit
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P3-1 Introduction to Microbit BCC
Hardware overview

Fig: https://tech.microbit.org/hardware/

New micro:bit with sound

Fig: https://microbit.org/get-started/user-guide/overview/
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Original micro:bit

Fig: https://microbit.org/get-started/user-guide/overview/

Features on the front
Your BBC micro:bit has a wide range of features for you to explore.

Original micro:bit

New micro:bit with sound

Fig: https://microbit.org/get-started/user-guide/overview/
Below we referee the official explanation from https://microbit.org/get-started/user-guide /over
view/

1. Buttons
The micro:bit has two buttons on the front that can be used separately or together to make things
happen.
17
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2. LED display & light sensor
25 LEDs arranged in a 5x5 grid make up the display for
showing pictures, words and numbers. They can also act as
sensors, measuring how much light is falling on your micro:bit.

3. Pins - GPIO
The GPIO pins allow you to connect headphones, sense touch
and add other electronics to expand the possibilities of your
micro:bit. The new micro:bit has indentations to grip crocodile
clips more securely.

4. Pin - 3 volt power
You can power external LEDs and other electronics using the 3
volt power pin.

5. Pin - Ground

Fig: https://microbit.org
/get-started/userguide/overview/

The GND pin is the ground or Earth pin - it's used to complete
electrical circuits when you connect headphones, LEDs or
external switches to your micro:bit.

6. Touch logo - new
The new micro:bit has an extra input. The gold logo also works
as a touch sensor. You can use it as an extra button in your
programs, in addition to the A and B buttons.

7. Microphone LED - new
You can create programs that react to loud and quiet sounds
and measure noise levels with the new micro:bit's built-in

Fig: https://microbit.org
/get-started/userguide/overview/

microphone. The microphone LED shows you when the
microphone is actively measuring sound levels. Just to the left
of the LED, you’ll see a small hole where the sound goes in.
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Features on the back

Original micro:bit

New micro:bit with sound

Fig: https://microbit.org/get-started/user-guide/overview/
Below we referee the official explanation from https://microbit.org/get-started/user-guide /over
view/

1. Radio & Bluetooth antenna
Your micro:bit can communicate with other micro:bits by radio, and with other devices using
Bluetooth.

2. Processor & temperature sensor
The micro:bit's processor is its brain, fetching, decoding and carrying out your instructions. It also
contains a temperature sensor so you can measure how warm or cold your environment is.

3. Compass
Find magnetic North or measure the strength of magnetic fields using the micro:bit's compass. It
can measure magnetic fields in three dimensions, so you can use this for science experiments or
for making simple door or window alarms.

4. Accelerometer
The micro:bit's accelerometer measures forces in 3 dimensions, including gravity, so your projects
can tell which way up your micro:bit is. You can use it for science experiments, add shake inputs to
games or make simple alarms that alert you when someone moves your things.
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5. Pins
Connect your micro:bit to make headphones,
simple switches and electronics, sense touch and
more. The pins can power simple accessories like
colourful lights, motors and robots.

6. Micro USB socket
Download programs to your micro:bit from a
computer and power it using its USB interface.

7. Single yellow LED
The single LED on the back of the original
micro:bit flashes when you are downloading a

Fig: https://microbit.org
/get-started/userguide/overview/

program to it, and lights to show it's being
powered from the USB socket.

8. Reset button
Restart your micro:bit programs with the reset
button.

9. Battery socket
Instead of powering your micro:bit from the USB
socket, you can unplug it from your computer
and use a battery pack instead. This is really
useful if you want to take your micro:bit outside,
wear it or play games with it. It can run for a long
time using just two AAA batteries.

10. USB interface chip

Fig: https://microbit.org
/get-started/userguide/overview/

The interface chip is used for flashing new code
to the micro:bit, sending and receiving serial
data to and from your computer by USB.
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11. Speaker - new
The new micro:bit with sound has a built-in
speaker so you even more easily add music and
new sounds to your projects.

12. Microphone - new
The new micro:bit’s microphone and indicator LED
are fixed to the back of the board. The LED lights
up when it’s monitoring sound levels and is visible
as a microphone icon on the front of the board.
The front also has a small hole to allow sound to
enter the microphone.

Fig: https://microbit.org
/get-started/userguide/overview/

13. Red power LED - new
The red LED on the back of the new micro:bit
shows when your micro:bit has power, either from
batteries or a USB cable.

14. Yellow USB LED - new
On the new micro:bit a yellow LED light flashes
when your computer is communicating with the
micro:bit over USB, for example when you flash a
program file.

15. Reset & power button - new
Pressing this on the new micro:bit will reset the
micro:bit and run your program again from the
start. If you hold it down, the red power LED will
fade. When the power LED goes dark, release the

Fig: https://microbit.org
/get-started/userguide/overview/

button and your micro:bit is in power-saving sleep
mode. Use this to make your batteries last longer.
Press the button again to wake up your micro:bit.
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PROGRAMMING USING MAKECODE!

Notes
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P3-2 Introduction to Arduino UNO platform
Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328P.

The Arduino platform has:
•

14 digital input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs),

•

6 analog inputs,

•

a 16 MHz quartz crystal,

•

a USB connection,

•

a power jack, forpower the Arduino through battaries casesk

•

an ICSP header

•

a reset button.

•

LED: A a built-in LED driven by digital pin 13.

•

VIN: The input voltage to the Arduino board when it's using an external power source.

•

5V: This pin outputs a regulated 5V from the regulator on the board.

•

3V3: A 3.3 volt supply generated by the on-board regulator. Maximum current draw is 50 mA.

•

GND: Ground pins.

•

IOREF: This pin on the Arduino board provides the voltage reference with which the
microcontroller operates.

•

Reset button: RESET THE PROGRAM

•

Power ON LED
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Activity P3.1: Arduino pins
Recognize the pins on the platform and write the operation of each group
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P3-3 A Visual Programming for Arduino
ArduBlock is a graphical programming add-on to the default Arduino IDE.
Instead of classical programming, using semicolons, and debugging code,
ArduBlock allows to build the program by dragging and dropping
interlocking blocks.

Installing ArduBlock

1. Download ardublock-all.jar
2. In Arduino IDE, open menu “Arduino”  “Preferences”
3. Find “Sketchbook location:”

•

In Mac, it’s by default “Documents/Arduino” under user’s home directory
25
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•
•

In Linux, it’s by default “sketchbook” under user’s home directory
In Windows, it’s by default “Documents\Arduino” under user’s home directory

4. Copy ardublock-all.jar to tools/ArduBlockTool/tool/ardublock-all.jar under “Sketchbook
location”?Assume the user is “abu,”
•
•
•

In Mac, /Users/abu/Documents/Arduino/tools/ArduBlockTool/tool/ardublock-all.jar
In Linux, /home/abu/sketchbook/tools/ArduBlockTool/tool/ardublock-all.jar
In Windows, C:\Users\abu\Documents\Arduino\tools\ArduBlockTool\tool\ardublock-all.jar

* Be careful, the name of folder “ArduBlockTool” under tools folder is case sensitive.
5. Start the Arduino IDE and find ArduBlock under the Tool menu

P3-4 Using ArduBlock
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P3-5 ArduBlock Tips & Tricks
You can clone blocks, or groups of blocks, by right clicking and selecting “Clone”.

You can temporarily remove code from your sketch by dragging it out of the entirety of the
“Program” block.
When you have the code click Upload to Arduino to send your drawing off to your Arduino board.
You can ALT+TAB back over to the Arduino window to check your code upload status.

Important: Select the arduino board and the port before upload the code.
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P3-6 Ardublock libraries
Control

This is a structural in charge of logic control.

Pins

These pin modules as virtual pins in the arduino
template.(Digital and Analog pins).

Tests

It include common figures “and”, “or” and ”not”. Also
include comparison operator such as comparison
between digital and analog.

Μath operations

It is basic operations in arduino, include “ four
operations”, “trigonometric functions”, and “function
mappings”.

Variable/Constant

These variable/constant mainly include digital, analog,
character, string cariables and their corresponding
constants.

Communication

It include some common command such as set, delay,
serial monitor and IR control.
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P3-7 ARDUINO meets LABVIEW

Fig: https://circuitdigest.com/microcontroller-projects/arduino-labview-interfacing-tutorial

Below we referee the Requirements from https://circuitdigest.com/microcontrollerprojects/arduino-labview-interfacing-tutorial
To interface LabVIEW with Arduino, you require the following software’s and hardware’s,
•

LabVIEW (software)

•

NI VISA (software)

•

VI packet manager (software)

•

Arduino IDE (software)

•

LINX, (this will be available inside VI package manager, open VI package manager and
search for it, double click on it.

•

LabVIEW Interface for Arduino, this will be available inside VI package manager, open VI
package manager and search for it, double click on it.
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Fig: https://www.ni.com/en-us.html

Notes
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Sensors and actuators
P4-1 Sensors for STEAM
An electronic sensor detects and measures a physical phenomenon,
such as temperature, pressure, force, or acceleration, and provides a
corresponding output, usually in the form of an electronic signal.

P4-1.1 LDR (Light Dependent Resistor) or Photoresistor
An LDR is a type of variable resistor which changes its resistance according to the intensity of the
light falling on its surface. Hence it can be considered a sensor or light sensor.
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Activity 4.1: Turn On and Off LED by LDR
In this activity we will study the operation of the LDR sensor. We will use the following
components.


LED



Resistor 220Ω, 10KΩ



LDR

ARDUBLOCK CODE
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P4-1.2 Temperature Sensor
A thermistor is the core component of an analog
temperature

sensor.

It

can

detect

surrounding

temperature changes in real time

Activity P4.2: Measure the temperature
In this activity we will study the operation of the waterproff sensor. We will use the following
components.


Temperature senror



Resistor 220Ω, 10KΩ
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P4-1.3 IR Obstacle Detection
IR reflection sensor, useful for obstacle avoidance applications. When an obstacle is in front of the
IR sender/receiver the ‘Out’ pin is switched low (active low). The circuit sensitivity can be adjusted
with a pot. The obstacle detection distance can be adjusted up to approximately 7cm. An enable
(EN) jumper can be fitted for continuous operation. Removal of the EN jumper allows an external
logic signal (at the EN pin) to switch the detector on and off (low = active, high = off).

Activity P4.3: I detect a barrier
In this program we will study the operation of the infrared sensor (infrared-IR).
In this example we will use the following components.


LED



Resistor 220Ω



IR Sensor

ARDUBLOCK CODE
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P4-1.4 Temp and Humidity
DHT11 digital temperature and humidity sensor is a composite Sensor contains a calibrated digital
signal output of the temperature and humidity. Only three pins are available for use, that is, VCC,
GND, and DATA. Temperature range : 0 - 50°C (+/-2°C), Rel. humidity: 20-95% (+/-5%), Supply
voltage: 3 to 5.5V. With a built-in 10 K ohm pull-up resistor.

Activity P4.4: Measure temperature and humidity
In this program we will study the operation of the dht11 sensor. We programming to read the
values of temperature and humidity send in the ArduBlock serial screen. In this example we will
use the following components.
•

Dht11
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ARDUBLOCK CODE

P4-1.5 Ultrasonic Sensor HC-SR04
The HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor uses sonar to determine distance to an object like bats do. The
ultrasonic sensor uses sonar to determine the distance to an object.
1. The transmitter (trig pin) sends a signal: a high-frequency sound
2. When the signal finds an object, it is reflected
3. The transmitter (echo pin) receives it.
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Activity P4.5: Measure distance
With ultrasonic sensors, we can locate objects in and measure distance from them in applications
such as locating an obstacle from a robotic vehicle. In this example we will use the following
components:
•

HC-SR 04 Sensor (Ultrasonic Sensor)

Once you've upload to Arduino, click the Serial Screen button to see your measurements by
placing a barrier opposite your sensor!!!

ARDUBLOCK CODE
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P4-2Actuators for STEAM
An actuator is a component of a machine that is responsible for moving and controlling a
mechanism or systemAn actuator requires a control signal and a source of energy

P4-2.1 Laser emitter
The term "laser" originated as an acronym for "light amplification by stimulated emission of
radiation".

Signal

Gnd
5V

P4-2.2 Servo motor
Servo motors are great devices that can turn to a specified position.
Servos have integrated gears and a shaft that can be precisely
controlled. Standard servos allow the shaft to be positioned at
various angles, usually between 0 and 180 degrees.
A servomotor system includes the following parts:
•

DC motor,

•

Mechanical speed system (gearbox),

•

control unit,

•

linear resistance sensor (potentiometer).

A servomotor carries the following cables:
Black: Groung.
Red: Power supply Vcc.
Orange or Yellow: Control signal PWM.
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Activity P4.6: Hi!
In this example we will operate a servomotor. In the
program the servomotor will move from 45 ο to 135 ο.
Among his movements he will wait for 0.5 sec.
In

this example we

will

use

the following

components:
•

Servomotor SG90 9g Micro Servo

ARDUBLOCK CODE
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